
Understanding Emotions
and using their power in your life

Emotions aren't just a nice and nuisance part of being human; they have specific jobs to do.
Emotions are similar to instincts in animals; emotions are trying to take care of us. Think of
emotions as powerful chemical reactions that move us to take action, stop, self-reflect,
move toward or move away, remember & more.  Emotions put us in motion!

Emotions are vital, yet they can feel uncomfortable, even painful. This can cause us to not
want to feel them. Ideally, we'd have support in feeling them in childhood so we can get
used to them. Also, we'd ideally mature to integrate our emotions and our thinking together.
Our emotions want to run the show alone, yet we need both systems working & integrated to
best care for ourselves and steer our behavior.

Study this chart of what emotions are trying to do & what we o�en do instead. Everything
about emotions can't be put on one page, yet this is a good start. With practice, we can
refrain from the unhealthy reactions on this chart and let emotions work as they should.

Feeling                      How the feeling works for us:                What we mistakenly do instead:

Fear Pause. Assess safety. Stay frozen, obsess, self-shame,
Fight, flee, freeze.                                          avoid any new action and risks.

Anxiety Pause. Assess a new situation. Stay vigilant of all new situations.
Assume new situations are bad. Freeze.

Anger Energize & focus to take Focus only on the problem, not what
action to protect self or others                    we can do.  Lose rational thinking.
or to right a wrong.                                          Act aggressively.

Disgust Move away, avoid  harm. Find people & ourselves bad.
Blame, shame, scapegoat, judge.

Embarrassed Pause.  Assess & self-reflect. Self-shame. Shut down.  Avoid.



Feeling                     How the feeling works for us:                 What we mistakenly do instead:

Sadness Slow down, reflect, rest Focus only on loss or pain, isolate,
to recover, cry to release.                            withdraw from healthy activities.

Shutdown or distract to try not to feel it.

Frustration Energize to persist in finding Energize yet lose focus on a solution.
a solution. Adapt to best plan B.              Instead, rage, blame, self-shame,
Surrender to accept what can't                 remain stuck without moving to best
be changed.                                                        plan B or acceptance.

Guilty Pause to reflect, commit undesirable      Self-shame, obsess, shutdown,
action to memory, plan amends.               disconnect.

Bored Energize to seek healthy, Engage in unhealthy new experiences,
new experiences.  Find                                 especially easy, quick ones like video
healthy stimulation.                                     games, social media, eating.

Curious Energize to learn, grow, Intrude on others. Gossip.
solve problems.                                             Over-focus on one thing.

Loving Bond.  Be devoted. Cling.  Be overly dependent
Care and be cared for.                                  or overly care-taking.

Lonely Seek relationships & community. Think that you're not capable or worthy.
Seek reunion with loved ones.                   Distract or go numb to not feel lonely.

Happy Move to what is beneficial for me:              Do what feels good now: follow urges
like healthy food, shelter, warmth,             to instant gratification that's harmful
sex, relationships, learning...                         like too much eating, drinking, sex...
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